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-I 

' DefendantlCounterclaim Plaintiff Zaki Rakib ("Rakib") respectfully submits this 

Memorandum ~f iaw, together with the Affirmation of Gregory Zimmer, Esq., sworn to A~gust 

19, 2020, with eJibits (the "Zimmer Aff."), in opposition to the motion by 

i 
Plaintiff/Counter4 aim Defendant Quattro Parent LLC ("Quattro") seeking judgment without 

I 
·; 

trial. This same r~quest by Quattro has been formally rejected on the record by the Court and the 

New York State J[preme Court, Appellate Division, First Department (the "First Department") 

on no less thanfo' (4) prior occasions. Thus, the Court's recent invitation to Quattro to renew 
I 

its request is bothi uzzling and concerning. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Quattro' s ~rgumen:t in support of its motion begins with a false and misleading . 

misrepresentationi j bout New York procedure and blatant misrepresentations of the cases it cites . 
• 1 

It only gets worse: 1 rom there. 

Quattro be,, ins its argument with the blatantly false statement that "New York permits 

courts to award +ages without a hearing where (a) the legal measure of damages is clear and 

(b) there is no placlsible factual dispute that bears on the issue." (See Quattro Memorandum of· 

Law in supportof:lts motion, hereinafter, the "Moving Brief' at 2.) In fact, the only ways that 

New York Courtsjr permitted to grant awards on the merits are through summary judgment 

and trial. Quattro.[ade a summary judgment motion in which it argued that were no material 

issnes of fact with: espect to damages (albeit impermissibly in its reply papers, necessitating 

. Rakib to file a sur,f eply which he was granted leave to ,do after he moved by order to show 

cause). Those arguments were flatly rejected, and the Court denied, Quattro's summary 

judgment motion tth respect to damages and ordered a trial on damages as required by New 

York procedure. Quattro made the same arguments on appeal and they were rejected by the First 

I . d d . . . . . t 
Department when t affirmed the Court's summary JU gment ec1s1on m its entire y. 
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Even thou~ the only avenue fo~ Quattro to pursue its damages claim short of trial had 

been flatly rejecte ',j by two courts, Quattro regurgitated the same arguments in opposition to 

Rakib's motion to strike the false Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness filed by Quattro, 

which falsely stateh that all discovery required before trial was complete even though there had 

been no discovery 1n the issue of damages upon which the Court ordered a trial. This Court 

flatly rejected QuJtro's arguments again at the hearing on Rakib's motion, where the Court 

struck the Note ofLsue and Certificate ofReadiness and again confirmed that a trial is required 

on the issue of dmAages. In fact, the Court specifically rejected Quattro's suggestion that the 

issue could be reso ved in a second summary judgment motion, stating on the record that "[i]t's 

not going to be a s mmary judgment motion." 

Although a trial was scheduled to begin in February 2020, that trial and all other 

proceedings were tayed by the First Department while Rakib's appeal of the Court's summary 

judgment motton · as pending. While the stay was still pending the world, and New York State 

was confronted wi ,h the Covid-19 pandemic and resulting public health measures that effectively 
. I 

./ 

shut down all com ercial activity in most of the world. Although it'is somewhat surprising 

given Quattro's fal e and misleading efforts to argue that Rakib has delayed this case, even 

Quattro has not (y t) attempted to blame Rakib for the Covid-19 pandemic and the related 

shutdowns and delays. Yet Quattro and the Court haverepeatedly threatened Rakib with the loss 

of his acknowledg ,' d right to a trial in this action as pro~cribed by New York procedural and 

substantive rules. 

First, durin a telephonic stat4s conference the Court ordered Rakib to participate in a 
J / 

remote trial via Sk, pe Business, suggesting that the length of time this case has been pending 

justified the. unusu 1 order (and appearing to implicitly olame Rakib for some form of delay since 

2 
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he was the party ling prejudiced by the order). Even in that order, which would have deprived 

Ra. kib of his rightr a fair trial. if en~orced, the Court again rejected Quattro's suggestion that the 

issue of damages ruld be resolved "on the papers." Specifically, the Status Conference Order 

ordering the rem or trial /lated expressly that "Plaintiff's request to conduct the trial on the 

papers is denied, i,. ·the .. absence of Plaintiffs (s.ic).· consent." Second, when Rakib wrote the Court 

to formally ( and °f the record) complain about the Court's ordering a remote trial, the Court 

rescinded the orde and acknowledged that there is no authority to require such a procedure. Yet 

in. this same order, the Court invited Quattro to make a motion seeking judgment "on the papers" 
' ' 

r - the exact,proces. the Court had indicated in at least three prior orders was not available in this 

case. While RakiB cannotknow the Court's motivation in this unusual "invitation" of a motion 

seeking relief that· ad already been dei;iied three times by the Court (including in a summary 

judgment decision affirmed by the First Department) a reasonable observer could question 

) 

whether it was mo.r·. ivated by animus. toward Rakib. for asserting his right to an in person trial 

(which was acknor ledged by the Court) or, worse, retribution for challenging the Court's 

authority to condu ta remote trial over his objection. 

Regardless of the motivation for the Court's invitatio11 to Quattro to seek a non-existent 

and impermissible! process for obtaining·ajudgment against Rakib, Quattro's motion must fail. 
' r 

Quattro seeks a pr 1, cedure that does not exist, and asserts an argument (that there are no material 

issues of fact for t : ial with respect to damages) that has been rejected three times by this Court 

and once (so far) Qi the First Department. Quattro also does nothing more than re-hash 
! ' 
! 

arguments that ha:[. e been rejected repeatedly during the course of this action, .and argue that its 

trial facts (submitti din affidavit form per the Court's trial rules) are "better" than Rakib's trial 

. facts. Of course, !akib has not yet had the opportunity to cross-examine Quattro's witnesses, 
, I 

3 
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challenge Quattro' . trial evidence ( to the extent it is ever admitted into evidence) or submit any 

rebuttal evidence. rimply put, this entire'exercise is in blatant contradiction to the procedural 

rules in New York rate courts and the prior rulings of this Court and the First Department. The 

mere fact that Rakib is required again to oppose these arguments, especially at the invitation of 

the Court, is quite • oubling. 

ARGUMENT 

On no less an three (3) prior occasions, Quattro has requested that the Court decide the 

issue of damages "~n the papers" and the Court has denied every request, finding that genuine 

issues of fact precl!ding summary judgment on damages exist, stating emphatically that a trial is 
!I . I 

. d 1· h i d' . d h 'd d . . d reqmre , ru mg t alit iscovery was appropnate an t at evi ence an witnesses were reqmre , 

rejecting Quattro'sisuggestion that a second summary judgment motion on damages might be 

appropriate and ,ta! ing expressly that the issue of damages could not be decided "on the papers" 

without Rakib's colsent. The Court even reversed itself after ordering the parties to participate 

in a remote trial vi1 Skype for Business, recognizing that Rakib not only has a right to a trial on 

the issue of damages, but that he has a right to an in person trial. The order requiring Rakib to 

there was no autho . ity to do so) expressly ruled that the issue of damages could not be decided 

"on the papers" absent Rakib's consent. Rakib does not consent. Rakib has made clear 

throughout these ptceedings that he disputes Q~ttro's factual daims with ~spec! to damages 

and that he does not and wzll not consent to anythmg short of them-person tnalon the issue 

which the Court hal already recognized at least three (3) times is his right. 

4 
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I. QUATTRO'S ARGUMENT THAT THE ISSCE OF DAMAGES
CAN BE DECIDED "ON THE PAPERS" HAS ALREADY BEElk
DFFINITIVELY REJECTED OUR TIMES BY TWO COURTS

When it gr ted Quattro summary judgment on liability the Court èjected Quattro s

argunient that the were no genuine issues of fact cöncerning damages Quattro expressly

raised this argument in its papers and made the point to the Court during oral argument on

summary judgmerit. In fact, Quattro improperlyzaised this argumerit (and several others) for the

first time in its reply spapers, requiring Rakib to make a motion by Order to $how Cause for leave

46 file a sur reply which was granted by the Court) Thisjmproper conduct by Quattro extended

the proceedings, b t also ensured that the issue of damages was clearly presented to the Court

and was front-and center when the Court denied smnmary judgnïent on damages and ruled that C

trial ón damages v as required The Court clearly rejected Quattro's argument that no. trial was

required on damages and ordered an "immediate
trial"

on the issue of daalagésdSee Decision

and Order dated ynuary 4, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. A, at 8-9.) This as the first time the Court

rejected Quattro s gument that the issue of damages could he décid¢d "o11the
papers"

and that

no trial was required on damages. .

Rakib appealed the Court's award of summary judgment on liability. In opposition tò the

appeal Quattro specifically argued that Rakib s priorétatemelits
fadmitted"

that the value of

Quattro was zero, citing Rakib's affidavits subinitted in this actiori. (See Quattro's Respondent's

Brief,¾immer Aff Ex. B, at 514 The irst Department rejected this argument and affirmed that

portio1rof the Court's order denying summary judgment on damages and oEdering a trial on

damages. (See De ision and Order of First Department dated k[arch 17, 2020, Zimmer Aff. Ex.

C.) This was the s énd time Quattro's argument that the issue of damages could be decided "on

the
papers"

without a irial was formally rejected
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Ilf its sumthary judgment Decision and Order, the Court ordered Quattro to file a Note of

Issue and Certificate or Readiness within ten days of notice of entry of the order. (See Decision

and Order, Zimm¼r Aff. Ex. A at 9 ) Because no discovery had occurred in the case, Rakib

contacted the Coutt to point out that any Note of Issue or Certificate of Readiness stating that

discovery was coinplete in the action would be false. (See Letter dated January 31, 2019 from

Gregory Zimmer, Esq., Zimmer Aff. Ex. D.) Rather than working cooperatively with Rakib and

the Court to efficiently address the absence of discovery, Quattro attempted to deprive Rakib of

discovery and forge an unfair trial by filing a letter (which Quattro admitted was not authorized

or proper) arguing again that no discovery or trial was required on the issue of damages because

of purported admi sions made by Rakib concerning the value of Quattro. (See Letter dated

January 30, 2019 from Jesse T. Conan, Esq., Zimmer Aff. Ex. E.) These were the same

argunients rejected by the Court and the First Department on s Lmmary judgment. Quattro then

filed a false Note of Issue and Certificate of Readiness that falsely certified that all required

discovery had occurred and that the case was ready for trial. (See Note of Issue and Certificate

of Readiness dated February 4, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. F.)

This gambit required Rak b to make a motion to strike the Note of Issue and Certificate

of Readiness by order to show cause.1
(See Notice of Motion dated Febrdary 22, 2019, Zimmer

Aff. Ex. G.) In opposition to the motion to strike Quattro again argued that Rakib had admitted

that the value of Quattro was zero and that no discovery was required on damages, cititig the

same statements p esented to the First Department. (Compare Quattro Memorandum of Law in

pposition to motien to strike Note of Issue dated March 4, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. H,.at 2-5 with

Eimmer Aff. Ex. B at 51.) Rakib submitted affidavit testimony explaining that he had never

I This resulted in a delay from February 22, 2019 when the motion to strike was filed and April 1 1, 2020

when the Court struclt the Note of Issue and Certificate of Readiness.

6
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opined that the va\ue of Quattro was zero at any time. (See Rakib Reply Affidavit in further 
! 

i 
support.ofmotionjto strike Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness, dated March 8, 2019, 

i ' 
; 

Zimmer Aff. Ex. KK.) At oral argument on Rakib's motion to strike Quattro n1ade the same 

argument rejected'.by the First Department-that Rakib had "admitted" that the value of Quattro 
I 

was zero. Quattroj' s counsel stated that "I think our preference would be we think this could be 

disposed of summarily jut on the papers" and "we think the most efficient and reasonable way to 
( -

do that, given his admissions, ... is to do it summarily through maybe a second summary 

judgment motion or some sort of summary proceeding." (See Transcript of proceedings of April 

11, 2019, ZimmeriAff. Ex. I, at 15 (emphasis added).) The Court flatly rejected this argument 

again, struck the false Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness and ordered that discovery 
r I 

occur and then a tt:ial be held on the issue of damages. In doing so, the Court specifically stated 

that "[i]t's not going to be a summary judgment motion" and that "[y ]ou have to get the 

documents into evidence. You have to have a witness.'' (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. I at 16.) And of 

course, Rakib is entitled to do the same at trial. The.Court also recognized that Rakib's prior 

statements would be only "one piece of evidence. "2 (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. I at 21.) This was the 
I I 

second time this_ Court rejected_ Quattro' s argument and the third time it was expressly rejected. 

In fact, Rakib has explained that the value of the Spectrum Rights is not indicative of the value 

of Quattro as a whole. (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. KK; Rakib Affirmative Trial Testimony Affidavit 

dated January 29, 2020, Zimmer Aff. Ex. LL.) 

Discovery occurred on the issue of damages over a period of approximately six months 

and Quattro filed another Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness on November 15, 2019. 

(See Note of Issue and Certificate of Readiness dated November 15, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. J.) 

1· 

2 The Court also noted that if Quattro wanted to request an adverse inference based on Rakib's statement it 

would be required to make a pre-trial motion. (Transcript at 21.) Quattro did not do _so. 

7 
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During discovery Quattro produced accounting materials evidencing that at the relevant time 

Quattro's own books and records recorded a value of the company of $16,151,840 (which would 

make the value of the 59% membership interest Rakib contracted to purchase for $7,500,000 

'; 

worth $9,529,836 ~t the relevant time) and that Quattro represented to the United States Internal 

Revenue Service and Department of the Treasury that Quattro had a value of $15,479,227 (which 

would make the value ofthe 59% membership inte;est Rakib contracted to purchase for 

$7,500,000 worth $9,529,836 at the relevant time). (See Affirmative Trial Testimony Affidavit 

of Michael J.Garibaldi dated January 31, 2020 (the "Garibaldi Aff."), Zimmer Aff. Ex. K, ,r,r 17-

21;33-34.) Quatro also produced other materials that indicate that the value of the membership 

interest Rakib contracted to purchase through the Transaction Agreement had a value in excess 

of the $7,500,000 purchase price. (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. K ,r,r 36-52.) 

A trial was scheduled for February 18, 2020. (See Conference Order dated October 28, 

2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. L.) However, the trial was stayed by the First Department until Rakib's 

summary judgment appeal was decided so that the issues to be tried would be'clear when theJrial 

occurred. (See Decis~on ofFirst Department entered February 10, 2020, Zimmer Aff. Ex. M.) 

The appeal was decided on March 17, 2020. (See Decision and Order dated March 17, 2020, 

Zimmer Aff. Ex. N.) Quattro did not file a Notice of Entry of the appellate decision until May 7, 

2020 and the First Department stay therefore remained in effect by virtue of CPLR 5 519( c) until 

May 12, 2020. (See Notice of Entry dated May 7, 2020, Zimmer Aff. Ex. 0.) By that time, the 

New York State courts had been closed by order of Governor Cuomo due to the Covid-19 

pandemic for almost two months. 

The Court already ordered that there would be no further summary judgment motions 

(see Zimmer Aff. Ex. I at 16) andthe Court's Preliminary Conference Order dated November 14, 
1 

8 
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2017 provided that any summary judgment motions were to be filed no later than 30 days of the 

filing of the Note of Issue (which was December 15, 2019). (See Preliminary Conference Order 

) 

dated November 14, 2017, Zimmer Aff. Ex. P; Note oflssue.) In any event, per CPLR 3212, the 

last time that such a motion could have been filed was one hundred twenty (120) days after the 

Note oflssue was filed (which was March 15, 2020). N.Y. C.P.L.R 3212(a). Both of those 

dates occurred before the Courts were clos,ed due to Covid-19 on March 22, 2020. 

Moreover, as set forth supra, the evidence produced by Quattro during discovery created 

new issues of fact concerning Quattro's value thatwould have in themselves precluded summary 

judgment and required a trial on damages (see Zimmer Aff. Ex. K), especially since this Court 

had already ruled on two separate occasions that there were factual disputes requiring trial even 

before discovery was had and the First Department had already made the same ruling, for a total 

of three formal rulings that a trial was required on the issue of damages even before these 

additional materials were produced in discovery. 

During atelephonic status conference on June 12, 2020 Quattro again requested that the 

trial be conducted "on the papers" but the Court ordered, over Rakib's strenuous objection, that 

the parties participate in a remote trial via Skype Business and ordered the parties to inform the 

Court by July 2, 2020 whether they wanted to begin the trial on July 27 or August 3, 2020. (See 

Status Conference Order dated June 12, 2020, Zimmer Aff. Ex. Q.) The Status Conference 
' . I ) 

Order specifically ruled that "Plaintiffs request to conduct the trial on the papers is denied in the 

absence of Plaintiffs (sic) consent." (Id.) This was the third time the Court rejected Quattro's 

request thatthe issue of damages be decided "on the papers" and the fourth time, the request had 

been rejected in total, including the First Department's affirmance of the Court's summary 

judgment decision. 

9 
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NOTHING has changed since that time. The pandemic hhs continued to preclude in 

person trials, but that is neither Rakib's fault or unique to this case (or this Court or, essentially, 

to Planet Earth). 

In a letter dated July 1, 2020 Rakib reiterated his objections to a remote trial and 

informed the Court that he had filed a Notice of Appeal of the Court's Order ordering a remote 

trial. (See Letter dated July 1, 2020 from Gregory Zimmer, Esq., Zimmer Aff. Ex. R.) In 

response, by Jetter dated July, 1, 2020 Quattro requested that the Court continue to order the 

remote trial or, in the alternative, that the Court "determine the amount of damages on the 

papers, which may be appropriate given Rakib's sworn statements about the value of Quattro -
I 

the only issue in 'dispute."' (See Letter dated July 1, 2020 from Jesse T. Conan, Esq., Zimmer 

Aff. Ex. S.) This was the exact same argument made by Quattro and rejected by this Court and 

the First Department/our times. Yet, remarkably, in an order dated July 2, 2020 in which the 

Court rescinded its order requiring Rakib to participate in a remote trial against his will, the 

Court inexplicably stated that "considering the age of this case and its procedural posture, the 
I 

,Court will entertain, plaintiffs request to determine the amount of damages on the papers." (See 

Order dated July 2, 2020, Zimmer Aff. Ex. T.) The Court's invitation to Quattro to make its 

four-time rejected argument again, combined with the Court's prior, now-rescinded order 

compelling Rakib to participate in a remote trial which the Court ultimately acknowledged it had 

no authority to do raises grave concerns regarding the fairness of the process. 

II. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A TRIAL "ON THE PAPERS" 

This case has already gone through all of the pre-trial procedures required by the CPLR 

and the Court's rules. Affirmative testimony has been submitted by affidavit pursuant to the 

Co~rt' s rules for bench trials. This case is already at trial. The only conceivable reason that the 

Court may be considering depriving Rakib his rights by cutting the trial short is the Covid-19 

10 
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pandemic. However, the pandemic is neither unique to this case, nor attributable to any fault of

Rakib - even Quattro has not yet attempted to blame Rakib for the pandemic, though it would

not be surprising if that may be part of their next effoit to circumvent trial in this case. There

simply is no such thing as a "trial on the
papers"

and there is absolutely no authority for the

Court to conduct one in this case. None of the cases cited by Quattro provide ay support for the

Court's invitation to Quattro to move for a determination "on the
papers"

and none support

Quattro's request that the Court do so.

In the first instance it is critical to note that neither Quattro nor the Court have cited to a

single authority for even the existence of a procedure resembling a "trial on the
papers."

Every

case that Quattro cites is an appellate decision considering a trial court grant or denial of

summary judgment. The standards they cite relate to summary judgment. The rulings they cite

relate to ynmmary judgment. However, the summary judgment stage has long since passed in

this action, and Quattro made its same arguments on summary judgment and lost in a decision of

this Court ruling that a trial on damages is necessary. That ruling was affirmed by the First

Department despite Quattro's argument there that no trial was necessary because Rakib had

admitted that the value of Quattro was zero. If damages were appropriate "on the
papers,"

they

would have been available on summary judgment -
they were not. A trial is necessary on the

issue of damages and, in fact, the trial has already commenced. Quattro, the plaintiff with the

burden of proof, has submitted its affirmative trial evidence via affidavit. Rakib has not yet had

the opportunity to cross-examine Quattro's witnesses or to put on rebuttal evidence.3

3 Although the Court's rules required Rakib to tender his "affinnative" trial testimony via affidavit Rakib is

the defendant in this action and he has no burden to put on any evidence (even if he does cross-examine Quattro's

witcsscs). Thus, while Rakib complied with the Court's rules by submitting evidence showing that under Quattro's

damages theory he is not liable to Quattro for any amount of damages, those submissions do not resemble or

substitute for his right to cross-examine Quattro's witnesses or to introduce rebuttal evidence or testimony at trial.

There simply.is no basis to end a trial in favor of the plaintiff after the plaintiff has attempted to present its prima

facie case and the defendant has not yet been allowed to cross-examine the plaintiff's witnesses or present his own

11
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The sheer audacity of Quattro in citing appellate cases affirming or modifying summary 

judgment rulings on appeal is remarkable. This Court denied Quattro's summary judgment 

motion :with respect to damages and ruled that a trial is required on damages. Quattro did not 

appeal the Court's deyision and it did not notice a cross-:appeal of the Court's denial of summary 

judgment on damages, or the Court's ruling that a trial was required. And even though Quattro 

waived any object.ions to the Court's decision by failing to do so it still argued in its brief to the 

First Department that the First Department should reverse the Court's denial of summary 

judgment on damages. That argument was rejected by the First Department :when it affirmed the 
! 

Court's summary judgment ruling in its entirety, including the Court's ruling that a trial is 

required on damages. That ruling is the law of the case and cannot be disturbed at this point, 

especially after the trial has effectively already commenced. 

Even leaving aside the obvious fact that Quattro cites appellate cases awarding summary 

judgment $:>n damages when it already lost summary judgment on damages both in this Court and 

the First Department, the cases cited by Quattro do not resemble the circumstances in this case. 

In this case; under Quattro' s theory of damages, the measure of damages, if any, is the difference 

between the purchase price contracted between Quattro and Rakib for an approximately 59% 

membership interest in Quattro and the actual value of the membership interest in November 

2015 when the Transaction Agreement contemplated a closing of the transaction. There is no 
\ ' ) ' 

dispute that the contract price to be paid by Rakib under the Transaction Agreement was 

$7,500,000. However, there is a very real dispute (and has been since the summary judgment 

stage) betWeenRakib and Quattro concerning the actual val~e of the membership interest in 

November 2015. In fact, there is a very real dispute between the value Quattro argues for now 

case. Neither the Court nor Quattro cite to any such authority. Yet that is the process the Court has invited Quattro 
to request in this case. 
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(zero or less) and the actual values Quattro represented to its auditors and to United States tax 

authorities under penalty of perjury, each of which were in excess of the $7,500,000 purchase 

,price. There is also a very real dispute between the value Quattro argues for and the result of a 

discounted cash flow valuation prepared based on information Quattro provided to prospective 

investors in 2015 (which was produced in discovery). 

In sharp contrast to this case, in Ahlstrom Mach. v. Associated Airfreight, Inc., 251 

A.D.2d 852 (3d Dep't 1998) the Third Department considered an appeal by the defendant of a 

trial court's award of summary judgment on liability and a cross appeal by the plaintiff of the 

trial court's denial of summary judgment on damages. The Court's ruling in this case that the 

damages issue could not be decided "on the papers" through summary judgment has already 
/ 

been affirmed by the First Department. However, that is not the only distinction between 

Ahlstrom and this case. Ahlstrom involved .a claim for "cover" damages by a plaintiff who 

contracted for the shipment of equipment by the defendant, who did not perform. Tlfe plaintiff 

I 

obtained replacement shipping services (i.e., "cover") from another carrier at a higher price. The 

plaintiff sought damages in the amount of the difference between the undisputed shipment price 

agreed to in the contract between plaintiff and defendant and the undisputed shipping price 

actually paid to the substitute carrier. The trial court ruled that there were issues of fact as to the 

reasonableness of the substitute shipping costs paid by the plaintiff, but the Third Department 

held that"nothing in the record before us or in defendants' briefdisputes the reasonableness of 

the damages requested by plaintiff." Id. at 844. In other words, not only were the two figures 

' 
that were to be netted to determine damages undisputed, the defendant in Ahlstrom had waived 

f 

its objection to the amount of damages, which was otherwise undisputed. 
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C.T. Chems. (US.A.) v. ,Vinmar lmpex, 588 N.Y.S.2d 1 (1st Dep't 1992) did.not even 

discuss damages and there is absolutely no indication that there was any dispute about the 

amount of damages in that case. Again, both this Court and the First Department ruled that there 

are genuine issues· of fact with respect to damages that require a trial· even before discovery 

occurred. 

Friedlander Org., LLC v Akintayo Abimbola Ayorinde, 94 A.D.3d 693 (2d Dep't 2012) 

simply affirmed an order granting a plaintiff summary judgment on liability and damages where 

the trial court had awarded summary judgment and the defendant failed to raise triable issues of 

fact Again, it is unclear what part of the prior summary judgment proceedings Quattro does not 

\ 

understand. Quattro made a motion for summary judgment on both liability and damages. After, 

briefing and oral argument, the Court granted summary judgment on liability and denied it on 

darhages. The First Department affirmed both aspects of that decision. The Court made it 

crystal clear to Quattro at the hearing on Rakib's successful motion to strike the false and 

misleading Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness filed by Quattro that a trial on damages is 

required and "[i]t's not going to be a summary judgment motion." Discovery has occurred, the 

second Note of Issue and Certificate of Readiness have.been filed, the deadline for summary 

judgment motions ( even if the Court had not ruled that no additional motions were allowed) has 

long since passed, the parties have complied with the Court's pre.:trial procedures and the trial 

has effectively already commenced through the submission of affirmative trial testimony via 

affidavit pursuant to the Court's rules for bench trials. The summary judgment stage of this case 

is over. The Court has already ruled on several occasions that at trial is required. There is no 

authority to conduct a trial "on the papers" and the Court has already ruled that even if such a 
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procedure did exist4 it could not be imposed on Rakib without his consent - and he does not 

consent. 

III. QUATTRO'S EFFORT TO UNFAIRLY PREJUDICE RAKIB BY 

ESSENTIALLY SUBMITTING A POST-TRIAL BRIEF BEFORE THE 

TRIAL HAS CONCLUDED IS INAPPROPRIATE AND UNAVAILING 

In another audacious gambit, Qua~tro argues that a trial is not required because its own 

witnesses' testimony and its own evidence (which Rakib has not had the opportunity to cross 

examine or rebut) should prevail without a trial. It is not clear what part of the concept of a 

"trial" Quattro does not understand. If the rule were that a plaintiff after presenting its evidence 

coulq,simply declare victory, deprive the defendant a fair opportunity to challenge the evidence 

and present his own at trial, and have that declaration ratified by the Court, then the centuries-old 

blackletterlaw of summary judgment and trial would be eviscerated. Fortunately for our 

republic - and for Rakib - unquestionable principles of Anglo-Saxon justice still apply in the 

New York State Supreme Court (at least outside this case). 

On summary judgment Quattro did not submit prima facie evidence that it was entitled to 

;--: 

damages in any amount. And even when it did submit evidence its reply papers the Court 

denied its motio!} with respect to damages and ruled that a trial on damages was required. The 

First Department affirmed the ruling and there is no doubt that a trial is required. That is the law 

of the case. 

Now Quattro argues that because it submitted evidence supporting its claim in its trial 
' 

affidavits the Court should deny Rakib his right to trial and award Quattro damages. That is not 

how it works. There is no authority for such a process. And there is no authority for the Court to 

impose any process on Rakib other than a fair trial. Again, the fact that Quattro cites only to 

4 Of course, parties and the Court can always voluntarily. agree to procedures other than those that the parties 

are entitled to by law. That is not the case here. 
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summary judgment cases in a case where summary judgment on damages was denied and 

affirmed by the First Department, where discovery on damages was ordered, where the Court 

_) 

made clear that no further summary judgment motions would be considered, where the time to 

file a summary judgment under the CPLR has long since passed, where pre-trial proceedings 

have closed, where trial has already commenced, where Rakib has already submitted trial 

evidence raising factual disputes about the relevant iss~es ( even though he was 'required to do so 

withouthavingheard or seen Quattro's testimony or evidence) and where trial is effectively 

adjourned in the middle of Quattro's case in chief due to a worldwide pandemic makes clear just 

how absurd it is to be having this debate at this time. 

Moreover, contrary to Quattro's repeatedly-rejected argument, Rakib has never 

"admitted" that the value of Quattro was zero in November 2015. In fact, Rakib has never stated 

a value of Quattro at any time. Rather, Rakib made counterclaims and submissions to the Court 

concerning the value of a set of Spectrum Rights that were a major asset of a single operating 

subsidiary of Quattro. Quattro argued on summary judgment that the Court could award 

damages without a trial and that argument was rejected by both this Court and the First 

Department. (See Zimmer Aff. Ex.Bat 51.) When Rakib moved to strike the false Note of 

Issue and Certificate of Readiness filed by Quattro, Quattro cited the exact same sta!ements by 

Rakib in support of its argument that discovery was not necessary as it cites here. (See Quattro 

Memorandum of Law in opposition to motion to strike Note oflssue and Certificate of 

Readiness dated March 4, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. U, at 2.) Rakib explained that none ofthe 

statements stated that Quattro had a value of zero in.November 2015, the relevant time period. 

(See Zimmer Aff. Ex. KK.) This Court rejected the argument again and ordered discovery on 

the issue of damages ahead of the trial it already ruled was required. (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. I.) It 
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is absurd for Quattro to raise this same argument again now that discovery has occurred and the

parties have submitteddiametrically opposing
'affirmative"

trial testhnony and evidence (albeit

without Rakib the defendant, having had the charice to respond to or cross-examine Quattro's

evidence or present his rebuttal case). It would be even more absurd for the Court to

counteñance the gambit. And for the Court to reverse three prior decisions and to countermañd

one ofthe First Department that a trial is required and halt a trial before Rakib has had the

Whãücé to cross-examine Quattro's witnesses and evidence due to the occurrence of a viorld±wide

pandemic that has had no different effect on this Court, this case or the parties to this action than

has hád on the rest of the planet would be inexcusable.

It is even more ironic that Quattro goes on to attempt to discredit Rakib's trial evidence

without triál. This is not a procedure availäble ainder New York law or the CPLR

Quattro seeks to challenge Rakib's expert's qualifications, but this is a process available

only at trial and in any event their efforts to challenge the ability of a business valuation expert

who has been admitted as an expert in dozens of cases in state and federal court on the besis of

an argument (whicli the expert has not had a chance to address) that he lacks experience irr a

specific country or industry defies logic and there is no authority for theii challenge -- as

evidenced by the fac that none is cited by Quattro Quattro also focuses õn ä single aspect of

Rakib s expert's opinion a discounted cash flow analysis prepared using materials that Quattro

was providing to prospective investors at the exact time that the relevant value of Quattro must

be calculated for purposes of Quattro's damages theory Quattro completely omits any mention

of ith own audited fmancial statements and its tax returns that were filed under penalty of

perjury, oth of which Rakib's expert also relies upon In fact, Rakib's expert has already

presented evidence and affirmative trial testimony (in affidavit form)that at the relevant time
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Quattro s own books and records recorded a value of the conipañy of $16,151,840 (whiclrwould

inake the value of the 59% membership interest Rakib contracted to purchase for $7,500,000

worth $9,529,836 at the relevant time) and that Quattro represented to the United States Internal

Revenue Service and Department of theTreasury that Quattio had a value of $15,479,227 (which

would make the value of the 59% membershi interest Rakib contracted to purchase for

$7;500,000 worth $9,529,836 at the relevant time). (See Zin1mer Aff Et IC¶¶ 17-21; 33-34.)

Quattro argues that Rakib "[f]iled [s]worn [s]tatements [t]hat Quattro [wlas

'[w]orthless'1'
and ''is [e]stopped [f]rom [u]sing a [t]rial to [c]ontradief [h]is [p]rior [s]worn

[s]tatements."
However, Quattro has paraded outthe same statements by Rakib concerning the

vahie of the Spectrum Rights and mãde the same argument that Rakib's prior statenïents

''admitted"
that Quattro had a value of zero in support of its sùmmary judgment motion and in

opposition to Rakib's motion to strike the Note of Issue and Gertificate ef Merit1 Those

arguments were rejected by the Court in the contexf of Quattro's summary judgment motion and

the decisiön was affirmed on appeal by the First Department(Those same arguments were

rejected by the Court when it struck the false Note of Issue and Certificate of Readiness and

ordered that discovery and a trial on damages occur. hi doing so, the Court emphasized that

Rakib's prior stateinents were simply "one piece of
evidence"

that Quattro could preselit at trial

and that the issue of damages required and would be determined at a trial "[ilt's nöt going to be

a summary judgment
motion."

(See Zimmer Aff. EL I at 16 21 ) The Comt expressly rejected

the argument that a trial could be conducted ''on the
papers"

without Rakib's consent in its order

improperly ordering Rakib to partiòipate in a remote trial (See Zimnier Aff. Ex4) And the

Court iniplicitly rejected the argument that damages could be determined based on any alleged

'admission"
by Rakib - or oil any basis other than a live, in person trial - when it fmally
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\ 

acknowledged that Rakib could not be forced to participate in a remote trial via Skype for 
( 

Business. (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. T.) This issue, like all others raised by Quattro, has been 

decided against Quattro four times already by this Court and the First Department. 

IV. RAKIB HAS THE RIGHT TO PRESENT EXPERT EVIDENCE AT TRIAL 

It is beyond ironic that Quattro argues that Rakib's "[c]annot [u]se [h]is [p]aid [o]pinion 

[e]xpert to [r]aise an [i]ssue of [f]act." As set forth above ad nauseum, Quattro had already 

made and lost the argument that there are no issues of fact with respect to damages on three 

separate occasions before Rakib presented expert witness testimony and opinions. First, in 

connection with its summary judgment motionwhich the Court denied on the issue of damages 

andordered a trial. Second, on appeal to the First Department which affirmed this Court's ruling 

that there were genuine issues of fact concerning damages that required.a trial. And third in 

I 
support of its failed argument that the Court should accept its false Note oflssue and Certificate 

I , 

of Readiness and deny Rakib discovery on damages. The argument was also implicitly rejected 

by the Court a fourth time when it ruled that the issue of damages could not be decided "on the 

papers" without Rakib's consent. Indeed, as this court and the First Department recognized and 

expressly ruled, factual issues existed even before discovery revealed that Quattro had 

represented to its auditors, taxing authorities and prospective investors that Quattro had a value 

far in excess of the $7,500,000 purchase price negotiatediin the Transaction Agreement. What 

makes this argument especially specious is that notwithstanding Quattro' s submission of factual 
1 

testimony from a fact witness, it also submitted testimony from an "expert" witness -

presumably a "paid" witness, but that can be determined at trial. And Quattro's "expert" witness 

does not present any calculations or analysis supporting his opinion other than a conclusory 
\ 

assessment based on the testimony of Quattro's fact witness. 
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Through discovery on the issue of damages over a period of approximately six months 
\ 

Quattro produced accounting materials evidencing that at the relevant time Quattro' s own books 

and records recorded a value of the company of $16,151,840 (which would make the value of the 

59% membership interest Rakib contracted to purchase for $7,500,000 worth $9,529,836 at the 

relevant time). Quattro also produced tax returns demonstrating that Quattro represented to the 

United States.Internal Revenue Service and Department of the Treasury that Quattro had a value 

of $15,479,227 (which would make the value of the 59% membership interest Rakib contracted 

to purchase for $7,500,000 worth $9,529,836 at the relevant time). (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. K 

1,r,r 17-21; 33-34.) Quatro also produced other materials that indicate that the value of the 

\ 

membership interest Rakib contracted to purchase through the Transaction Agreement had a 

value in excess of the $7,500,000 purchase price on a discounted cash flow basis. (See Zimmer 

Aff. Ex. K ,r,r 17-21; 36-51.) Rakib has the right to both rebut Quattro's testimony and evidence 

concerning its value in November 2015 and to put on his own rebuttal and expert evidence 

(subject to voir dire at trial). Like all of its other arguments, Quattro presents no authority to the 

qontrary. Rather, Quattro, still in denial of the/our prior rulings of the Court and the First 

Department, simply.ignores the repeated rulings that issues of fact already exist and the repeated 

rejections of its arguments that Rakib' s prior statements "admitted" Quattro had a zero value. As 

the Court already ruled, Rakib's prior statements are "one piece of evidence" that Quattro may 

offer at trial. There are genuine issues of fact regarding damages that require a trial. That trial 

must be an in-person trial as the Court already acknowledged. Rakib is entitled to offer expert .· 

testimony and eyidence at trial. 

V. THERE HAS BEEN NO DELAY ON RAKIB'S PART IN THIS ACTION 

Throughout this action Quattro has self-servingly and falsely claimed that Rakib has 

engaged in delay. There is no basis for this claim. Rakib's counsel accepted service of the 
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Complaint in this action on April 7, 2017. (See Affidavit of Service dated April 26, 2017, 

Zimmer Aff. Ex. V, iI 4.) Rakib filed a motion to dismiss Quattro's breach of contract claim as 

ofright on May 1, 2017, less than 30 days after Rakib accepted service of the Complaint with no 

delay. (See Notice of Motion dated May 1, 2017, Zimmer Aff. Ex. W.) The motion to dismiss 

was fully briefed on May 22, · 2017, with no delay. That motion was decided by Order entered on 

September 18, 2017, approximately four{4) months after it was fully briefed: (See Decision and 

Order dated September 18, 2017, Zimmer Aff. Ex. X.) 

Rakib filed his Answer and Counterclaims on October.8, 2017 per the Court's directive 

with no delay. Although Quattn:)'s answer to Rakib's counterclaims was due on October 28, 

2017 pursuant to CPLR 203(g), Rakib stipulated to a twenty-day extension of Quattro's time to 
) 

reply until November 17, 2017. (See So Ordered Stipulation dated October 26, 2017, Zimmer 

Aff. Ex. Y.) Rakib served his responses and objections to Quattro's first request for production 
. / 

of documents, and his first request for production of documents and first set of interrogatories to 

Quattro on November 8, 2017 without delay, and prior to the initial preliminary conference in 

this case, which was held on November 14, 2017. (See Affidavit of Service dated November 9, 

2017, Zimmer Aff. Ex. Z.) Discovery was to continue until May 1, 2018. (See Preliminary 

Conference Order dated October 26, 2017, Zimmer Aff. Ex. AA.) 

Quattro filed its motion for summary judgment on February 22, 201~. (See Notice of 

Motion dated February 22, 2018, Zimmer Aff. Ex. BB.) The parties consented to brief 

adjournments of the return date of the motion, with Rakib filing his opposition to the motion on 

March 27, 2018 and Quattro filing its reply papers on April 13, 2018. (See id i 29.) In its reply 

brief in support of summary judgment Quattro raised several issues for the first time, including 

the issue of damages. This required Rakih to make a motion by order to show cause seeking 
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leave to file a sur-reply to address the new arguments. (See Order to Show Cause dated May 16, 

2018, Zimmer Aff. Ex. CC.) Rakib's motion was granted on September 28, 2018. (See Order 

dated November 28, 2018, Zimmer Aff. Ex. DD.) On January 23, 20t9, approximately nine (9) 

months after it was fully briefed, Quattro's motion for summary judgment was granted in part 

(with respect to liability) and denied in part (with respect to damages) and the Court ordered a 

trial on the issue of damages. (See Decision and Order dated January 4, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. 

EE.) 

Thereafter, Quattro filed a false Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness on February 4, 

2019 which falsely stated that all discovery required in the action had been completed and the 
1 

I 

case was ready for trial. (See Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness dated February 4, 2019, 

Zimmer Aff. Ex. F.) This requii:ed Rakibto move to strike the Note oflssue and Certificate of 

Readiness on February 22, 2019. (See ZimmerAff. Ex. G.) Although it had undisputedly made 

false statements in its Note of Issue and Certificate of Readiness, Quattro vigorolisly·opposed the 
J 

motion to strike, arguing in fact that no trial was required even though its own Note of Issue and 

Certificate of Readiness stated that the case was ready for trial.. (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. H.) Rakib 

filedhis reply papers on March 10, 2019, without delay. (Se,e Reply Memorandum of Law dated 

;March 10, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. FF.) Rakib's motionio strike was granted on the record on 

April 11, 2019 and the parties were ordered to conduct discovery on damages. (See Decision and 

Order dated)uly 11, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. GG.) A status conference was held on May 16, 

.2019 formalizing a discovery schedule with respect to damages. (See Conference Order dated 

May 16, 2019, Zimmer Aff. Ex. HH.) Thus, Quattro's filing ofthe false Note oflssue and 

Certlf1cate ot Reao.iness ano. tb.e motion -practice req_uireu b-y it uehyec\ )_)rnceec\in.g,s in. this action. . 
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) 

by approximately three (3) months while issues relating to the Note of Issue and Certificate of 

Readiness were resolved and discovery on damages formally commenced. 

Discovery occurred for a period of approximately six ( 6) months, until November 2019, 

at which time Quattro filed a second Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness on November 15, 

2019. (See Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness dated November 15, 2019, Zimmer Aff. 

Ex. II.) A trial was scheduled for February 18, 2020. (See Conference Order dated November 

28, 2019. The parties complied with all pre-trial procedures per the Court's trial rules, including 

submitting affirmative trial testimony in affidavit form per the Court's rules pertaining to bench 

trials. However, the First Department stayed the trial while Rakib's appeal of the Court's 

. I 

summary judgment decision was pending by order entered February 10, 2020 so that the parties 

I 

and the Court .could know what claims were at issue when a trial .occurred. (See Zimmer Aff. 

Ex. M.) On March 17, 2020, the First Department issued its order affirming the Court's 

summary judgment decision in its entirety, including its denial of summary judgment on 

damages and its ordering of a trial on the issue of damages. (See Zimmer Aff'c Ex. C.) However, 

the First Department stay was not lifted until May 12, 2020 because Quattro delayed filing a 

Notice of Entry of the First Department's decision denying Rakib's appeal for approximately 

two months, until May 7, 2020. (See Notice of Entry dated May 7, 2020, Zimmer Aff. Ex. JJ.) 

By that time, all courthouse activity was prohibited by executive order of Governor Cuomo·. 

As the foregoing demonstrates, this case has proceeded expeditiously with no delay by 
\ 

Rakib. Motions were made as of right and promptly briefed. Two ofthose motions, Rakib's 

motion for leave to file a sur-reply in connection with Quattro's summary judgment motion and 
\ 

Rakib's motion to strike the false Note oflssue and Certificate of Readiness were necessitated by 

Quattro' s misconduct and were both granted. Although the case was pending for approximately 
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thirty-six (36) months before the Courts were closed by executive order due t<:rthe worldwide 

Covid-19 pandemic; approximately sixteen (16) months comprised time where proceedings were 

halted due to the pendency of various motions. The case was stayed briefly by the First 

Department ~the stay was imposed on February 10, 2020 and could have been lifted by Quattro 

on March 23, 2017 if it had timely filed a Notice of Entry, but was actually lifted on May 12, 

2020 because Quattro did not file its Notice of Entry until May 7, 2020. (See Zimmer Aff. Ex. 

JJ.) 

Based on the foregoing, any suggestion that this case has been delayed by Rakib is 

demonstrably false. Moreover, any suggestion that the "age of this case and its procedural 

posture" could possibly justify denying Rakib the in person trial that this Court and the First 

l)epartment have ruled he is entitled to on no less than/our ( 4) seprarate occasions cannot be 

justified by the facts. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Rakib respectfully requests that this Court deny Quattro's 

motion in its entirety and grant Rakib such other and further relief as the Court deems just and 

proper. 

Dated: Westchester, New York 

August 19, 2020 

~-I', on Avenue, Suite 1502 
New York, New Yorkl0017 

Tel: (914) 402-5683 

Fax: (914) 402-5683 

· GZimmer@GZimmerLegal.com 

Attorney for Defendant/Counterclaim 

Plaintiff Zaki Rakib 
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